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1. Introduction 

Toyohari Meridian Therapy (TMT) [東洋はり] evolved in Japan in the second half of the last 
century. Originally developed and practised primarily by blind acupuncturists, its 
theoretical basis lies in historical Chinese medical traditions [Birch, Felt 1999, Fukushima 
1991]. Choice of acupuncture points is predominantly guided by Five Phase (Element) 
Theory. However, there is a startling difference between TMT and current Chinese 
traditional forms of acupuncture in terms of needling technique. Needles are not usually 
inserted in the ‘root treatment’ of TMT- instead, the qi is manipulated at the surface of the 
skin, with the tip of the needle only very lightly touching or not touching the skin in most 
cases. Another difference from current Chinese acupuncture is the notion, in TMT, that 
acupuncture points or acupoints are dynamic- their actual location whilst based on 
traditional notions of where acupoints are located anatomically as espoused by most 
modern acupuncture texts may differ slightly from the purported anatomical location. A 
key skill of the TMT practitioner is locating the acupoints, via the sense of touch using the 
lateral corner of the index finger near the fingernail. Once the ‘live’ acupoint is located, the 
practitioner forms a circle with their index finger and thumb, termed the ‘oshide’, at the 
surface of the skin, lightly touching the patient’s body. The needle shaft is then inserted 
between the practitioner’s thumb and forefinger so that the tip is above the acupoint, with 
the practitioner’s thumb and forefinger grasping the needle shaft, whilst the handle of the 
needle is lightly held in the other hand. The practitioner then awaits the arrival of qi and 
applies particular needling techniques, depending on whether the aim is to supplement or 
drain.  
Diagnosis of the primary pattern (sho) and secondary sho depends on synthesis of data 

from a case history, abdominal diagnosis and pulse diagnosis. Unlike in traditional Chinese 

medicine, tongue diagnosis is not a feature of TMT. Abdominal diagnosis involves 

palpation of the skin and wall of the abdomen. The five phases and their corresponding 
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zang organ-meridian correspondences are mapped onto specific regions of the abdomen. 

The meridians are also palpated on the lower arm and lower leg. Pulse diagnosis is relied on 

heavily to guide the practitioner not only in initial diagnosis of the primary ‘sho’ or pattern 

of disharmony (as well as secondary pattern of disharmony) but during the actual 

treatment, giving the practitioner vital feedback on the effect of their needling technique on 

the patient’s system. The Kozato technique is a technique developed to provide practitioners 

with feedback on their needling techniques by working in teams, with at least one person 

palpating the radial pulse and providing verbal feedback on the change to the quality of the 

pulse (depth, speed, force) whilst the practitioner feels for the acupoint, and performs the 

needling. The technique is a valuable aid to training of TMT practitioners.  

Interest is growing in this unique form of Meridian Therapy, particularly in western 

countries. Many sighted practitioners now practice TMT in Australia, the US and Europe 

and various textbooks in English have aided the training of those outside Japan. Scientific 

research into TMT has begun, including investigations into the reliability of TMT diagnosis 

and the physiological correlates of pulse changes felt by the practitioner. How acupuncture 

works has still not been conclusively established.  However, the way in which the mind-

body is described by forms of Traditional East Asian Medicine  (TEAM), such as Chinese 

medicine, is underpinned by a very different paradigm to that underpinning the biomedical 

model of the mind-body. One could argue that the Chinese medicine view of the mind-body 

is a kind of ‘energetic’ model (Ayurvedic medicine also has its own energetic model of the 

mind-body). There are inherent difficulties in trying to explain how systems of medicine 

such as Chinese medicine and therapies such as TMT work using a biomedical framework 

since they are such different paradigms. Clearly something else is going on in TMT that may 

not due to the physical stimulation of proprioceptors or the triggering of a neurochemical 

response in the same way as may occur with current forms of Chinese acupuncture since it 

doesn’t typically involve insertion of the needle. TMT may also offer unique opportunities 

for exploring the scientific basis of traditional forms of acupuncture; Manaka postulated 

twenty five years ago that for research to examine the traditional East Asian concepts and 

descriptions of the body and how to treat patients, it may be necessary to use low-level 

stimulus input methods in order to maximise our ability to capture the effects of those 

systems [Manaka, Itaya 1986, Manaka et al. 1995].  

This chapter will cover the origins of Toyohari Meridian Therapy, its theoretical basis, 
techniques used in diagnosis, and treatment protocols and approaches. It will also explore 
some of the scientific research into TMT with discussion on the directions of future research. 

2. Historical development 

The term ‘Meridian Therapy’ [経絡治療] refers to a traditional style of acupuncture that 
emerged in Japan in the late 1930s [Birch, Felt 1999, Fukushima 1991, Shudo 1990]. By 1913 
modern Western style medicine had come to dominate in Japan and traditional forms of 
acupuncture had become severely limited through government regulations [Birch, Felt 1999, 
Locke 1980, Manaka et al. 1995, Shudo 1990].  Meridian Therapy evolved during similar 

period that the modern Chinese ‘traditional Chinese medicine’ [中醫], TCM acupuncture 
evolved, subjected to different political and historical pressures and influences [Birch, Felt 
1999, Scheid 2002, Sivin 1987, Taylor 2004, Unschuld 1985]. Meridian Therapy emerged out 
of a period of careful investigation of the classical literature where the founding members of 
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the Meridian Therapy movement, such as Sorei Yanagiya, Keiri Inoue, and Sodo Okabe, 
tried and tested different interpretations of the classics until they found a model with 
methods that appeared to work and was reproducible. This style like other traditional forms 
of acupuncture such as the current TCM style in China is based on interpretations and 
attempted reproductions of the historical literatures of acupuncture [Birch in preparation, 
Birch, Felt 1999]. The field of acupuncture has always manifested different traditional styles 
of acupuncture following different interpretations of the ‘traditional’ texts such as the 

Huangdi Neijing [黃帝內經] and Nanjing [難經] [Birch, Felt 1999, Birch, Lewith 2007, 
Goldschmidt 2009, Scheid 2002, Unschuld 1985, 1986, 2003], no less so today than 
historically [MacPherson, Kaptchuk 1997, Schnyer et al. 2007].  
The earliest texts describing acupuncture date from around the first to second centuries BCE 

[Lo 2001, Unschuld 2003]. They take as a focus a model of the body very different from 

models that developed in Europe at that time or in later millennia in the West [Kuriyama 

1999]. The core model that we find in these historical texts is one of the body containing 

twelve jingmai [經脈] meridians or channels, which circulate qi [氣] around the body to help 

keep the body’s normal physiology intact and to help protect the body from disturbing 

influences [Unschuld 2003]. One of the earliest texts on acupuncture, the Huangdi Neijing 

Lingshu [黃帝內經靈樞] (hereafter the Lingshu), gives a kind of definition of (traditional) 

acupuncture: chapter seventy-five describes needling as a method for “regulating qi” [調氣] 

[Rochat de la Vallee 2006:79]. Acupuncture needles are applied to specific locations on the 

jingmai, the xue [穴] acu-holes or acupoints. The Lingshu describes the acu-holes in ways 

that are contrary to the preconceptions of people in the modern period, influenced by 

modern anatomical models of the body [Sivin 1987]. Of the acu-holes the Lingshu tells us 

that there are three hundred and sixty five locations where the qi travels in and out of the 

body and that the nature of these are not of the skin, flesh, sinews or bones, ie are not 

anatomical in origin or nature. Of this Sivin comments “a modern Westerner expects these 

points of communication, where the physician’s needles can affect the circulation, to be 

places in tissue, but here we find them related instead to processes” [Sivin 1987:51].  

TMT, following the focus of the Meridian Therapy movement, placed significant focus on 
ideas and methods that are described in the Nanjing [Shudo 1990]. Five phase classifications 
and correspondences are extensively used to help with classification of findings and 
observations. Radial pulse and abdominal palpations are given priority and exhibit 
development and refinements to help with choosing the correct diagnosis and treatment. 
Simple patterns based on reading of Nanjing sixty-nine form the core of the process of 
pattern recognition and treatment. This chapter of the Nanjing provides a basis for selecting 
on which meridians to direct treatment and which acupoints on the meridians to treat 
[Fukushima, 1991, Ono 1988, Shudo 1990]. The primary patterns or ‘sho’ are the primary 

targets of the ‘root treatment’ (in Japanese ‘honchiho’, in Chinese ‘zhibenfa’ [治本法]). The 
root treatment focuses on correcting underlying disturbances of qi circulation among the 
twelve meridians regardless of the nature and location of symptoms. The theory of Nanjing 

sixty-nine states that one should always apply supplementation, bu [補] before draining, xie 

[寫] techniques [Fukushima 1991, Shudo 1991, Unschuld 1986:583], practically interpreted in 

Meridian Therapy to mean focus on finding what is xu [虛] or vacuous and take that as the 
primary target or first step of treatment. Nanjing sixty-nine also says ‘for conditions of xu, 
vacuity, bu, supplement the mother. This is understood to mean, for example if the lung 
(metal) is xu, vacuous, one should supplement the spleen (earth) since earth if the mother of 
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metal. This led to the identification of a few primary patterns formed by looking for 
weakness in two consecutive channels in the five-phase engendering cycle [Shudo 1990] – 
see Table one. Then after carefully selecting the ‘pattern’ of which meridians to focus on (see 

Table 1) the supplementation technique [補法] is applied to acupoints on those two 
channels.  
 

Primary patterns or sho Two meridians involved Five-phase engendering 
cycle relationship 

Lung vacuity sho Lung and spleen both weak Earth is the mother of metal 

Spleen vacuity sho Spleen and heart both weak Fire is the mother of earth 

Liver vacuity sho Liver and kidney both weak Water is the mother of wood 

Kidney vacuity sho Kidney and lung both weak Metal is the mother of water 

Table 1. The primary patterns or sho 

The Lingshu also described nine types of needles [Lu, Needham 1980:102-103], including the 

‘round-headed’, yuanzhen [員鍼] and blunt, shizhen [鍉鍼] needles which were not inserted 

into the body or through the skin, but were instead applied on the surface of the body to 

influence the qi of the patient [Birch in preparation, Birch, Ida 1998:48-54]. Thus, while it 

may seem unusual today to talk of an acupuncture system such as TMT where the needles 

are not inserted, we can see historical precedents dating back over two thousand years in 

China. TMT is not alone as a system of acupuncture that routinely uses non-inserted 

needling methods; other systems can easily be found [Kobayashi 2008, Ono 1988]. 

There is an important concept in traditionally based forms of acupuncture, that for needling 

to be successful, the qi must arrive at the needle. The more common term used for this in 

modern literature is ‘deqi’ [得氣] meaning to ‘obtain the qi’, though another term is found 

commonly in the early historical texts, ‘qizhi’ [氣室], the ‘arrival of qi’. Today the more 

common understanding of deqi is that it refers to sensations that the person being needled 

might experience, such as ‘throbbing, aching, tingling’ etc [Anon 1980, Cheng 1987]. 

However the early descriptions of these two terms either explicitly refer to them as 

sensations that the practitioner feels (see Nanjing seventy-eight [Unschuld 1986:635] or 

require mastering skills in order for the qi to arrive that cannot locate the sensations in the 

patient, so that it is as much about the level of inner development of the practitioner as it is 

about the manipulations of the needle [Birch 2004, Birch in preparation, Chace 2006, Chace, 

Bensky 2009, Yang 2007]. TMT, like its progenitor Meridian Therapy, takes the idea from the 

Nanjing that it is the superior physician that feels the qi with their left hand as the standard 

to which the practitioner should aspire [Fukushima 1991, Shudo 1990]. Thus there has been 

a significant focus in TMT on helping the student and practitioner develop the internal skills 

necessary to be able to reproduce the difficult needling techniques. In TMT the ‘Kozato 

method’ has played an important role in accelerating the development of learning of these 

skills. We can see dating from the earliest texts on acupuncture an idea that for the needling 

to be effective in its influences on the qi, the inner state of the practitioner (calm emotions, 

quiet mental focus, posture, state of relaxation etc) is important, thus we see other historical 

precedents for the TMT needling techniques. 
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Although modern forms of acupuncture that have become more popular have focussed on 

inserting needles into relatively fixed anatomical locations on the body surface, focussing on 

physical movements and manipulations of the needle to produce therapeutic effects [Birch, 

Felt 1999, MacPherson, Kaptchuk 1997, Schnyer et al. 2007] we find the ample evidence 

dating from the earliest original texts of acupuncture for practice methods that use non-

inserted needling methods to non-anatomically based points on the body surface. In 

addition, the inner state of the practitioner is much more important than him/her being 

simply the person moving the needle. TMT is a system that has attempted to reproduce 

these early descriptions [Birch in preparation]. 

3. TMT diagnosis and treatment 

Following the models of practice that became established in the general practice of Meridian 

Therapy in Japan, TMT places great emphasis on palpation of the radial pulses and the 

abdominal region in order to select the ‘primary pattern’ for root treatment [Birch, Felt 

1999]. Through clinical experience reflex regions of the abdominal wall have been agreed 

upon as useful targets for diagnosis since they show clear changes reflecting problems in 

associated meridians. The method of palpation involved very softly stroking across the skin 

of the abdomen to see if there are changes of skin texture or temperature in those regions 

[Fukushima 1991]. Palpation of the radial pulses has been an important feature of TEAM 

since the Han dynasty [Lu, Needham 1980, Unschuld 1985, 1986]. Meridian Therapy has 

tended to follow methods for doing this introduced in the Nanjing [Fukushima 1991, Shudo 

1990]. Two basic approaches are used in TMT, classifying the overall ‘quality’ of the pulses 

in relation to strength, speed and depth and palpating the three positions of the pulses that 

can be palpated in the region where they are described (along the radial bone, proximate to, 

over and distal to the styloid process) to examine differences in strength [Fukushima 1991]. 

After the patient has been questioned, the meridians that might be associated with the 

symptoms of the patients are palpated on the legs and arms. Following this the abdominal 

region is palpated and then the radial pulses are palpated. The pattern is most commonly 

decided by finding a concordance between the findings on the abdomen and the findings in 

the pulses. Specifically the region on the abdomen of that pattern must show signs of 

weakness and the positions of the two pulses associated with the pattern (see Table 1) must 

also be relatively weak. The symptoms and other findings of the patient may or may not 

match. This is an important issue to emphasise. In ‘Understanding Acupuncture’ the 

authors argued that the primary nature of diagnosis in traditional forms of acupuncture is to 

select treatment, not to describe an objectively existing ‘disease’ or ‘disorder’ [Birch, Felt 

1999:218-222]. TMT is quite explicit about this, the phrase ‘diagnosis is treatment’ is taken as 

an expression of this idea. Thus the purpose of diagnosis is to help select the treatment. The 

treatment that is applied to the ‘primary pattern’ is, as was described above, part of the root 

treatment, ‘honchiho’ [本治法]). The principle purpose of this diagnosis is to help decide the 

best strategy for regulating the qi (tiao qi [調氣]. The findings of the abdominal and pulse 

position diagnosis are especially useful for deciding how best to do this on each patient. The 

general ‘quality’ of the pulse (depth, strength and speed) is used to help the practitioner 

judge how well the needling has been applied. These general qualities are not used to decide 

what treatment to apply. Rather, since they are thought to reflect something of the overall 
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condition of qi in the patient, they are useful as indicating what kind of changes in the qi of 

the patient have been produced by the needling. 

This focus on abdominal and pulse diagnosis in diagnosis is thus a natural point of focus for 

studies investigating TMT since if the findings are not consistent or there is poor agreement 

about them then a less than optimal treatment may be given to the patient. Further the 

emphasis on pulse quality changes is also a natural target for studies of TMT. The 

practitioner must be able to reliably judge them otherwise the foundation of practice and 

needling effects are of questionable value. We will see later that the first stages of research in 

TMT have examined these two issues. Once studies show that these aspects of diagnosis are 

valid, it then becomes possible to examine the TMT needling methods and treatments with 

more confidence that appropriate judgements about their choices and applications have 

been made, which is naturally the first step before any physiological or clinical studies can 

be conducted.   

4. TMT needling techniques 

The needling methods in TMT developed out of systematic efforts to reproduce historical 

Chinese descriptions of needling coupled with feedback by palpation among colleagues of 

how well each interpretation works [Birch, in preparation]. The notion of the non-fixed ‘live’ 

acupoints (where the location of the acupoint is not determined by anatomical location 

alone, but by the sensation in the practitioner’s index finger on palpation along and/or near 

the meridian) is also based on efforts to examine and reproduce early historical Chinese 

literature. 

Following traditional ideas TMT applies a supplementation needle technique (hoho [補法]) 

for deficient (xu) conditions, draining (xie [寫]) needle techniques for replete, shi [實] 
conditions, as required according to the condition of the patient. Meridian Therapy in 
general has a relatively simple form of draining needle technique [Shudo 1990] while TMT 
currently has six different techniques according to what is felt in the pulses and how the 
overall condition is judged [Birch 2010, Fukushima 1991], while Ono had nine different 
techniques [Ono 1988]. Like other forms of traditional acupuncture, TMT also has a number 

of ‘branch treatment’ (Japanese hyochiho, Chinese zhibiaofa [治標法]) methods [Shudo 1990, 
2003]). In TMT these branch treatments include ‘naso’ (treatment of the region of the 
suprclavicular fossa), ‘muno’ (treatment of the inguinal region), ‘kikei’ (a unique 
extraordinary vessel treatment method), ‘shigo’ (a method that employs the theory of 
‘midday-midnight’) and a number of other simple needling or moxa methods [Fukushima 
1990]. TMT treatment most often consists of a judicious combination of ‘root’ and ‘branch’ 
treatments to match each individual patient on the day of treatment. 

Here we describe the supplementation technique (hoho [補法]). The following is a précis of 

more extensive descriptions currently in preparation [Birch in preparation]. In this needling 

method, the needle tip is held at the skin surface or perhaps touches the skin, it does not 

penetrate the skin. The methods described here cannot be learnt from textbooks but only 

through highly structured supervised training with regular feedback. In the Toyohari 

Association, one of the founders, Mr Kozato found that it is possible to monitor the radial 

pulses throughout the needling techniques and that based on the changes that are felt in the 

pulses, one can give continuous feedback to the technique. This is the ‘Kozato hoshiki’ or 

Kozato method [Fukushima 1990]. Given that the pulses (‘mai’ [脈]) were said to reflect the 
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state of qi in the body and the theory of pulse diagnosis in the Nanjing informs that one can 

read the radial pulses to understand the condition of qi in the body and in the jingmai, 

meridians [Unschuld 1986], it is natural that one would feel the radial artery pulses to 

ascertain how well the needling has affected the condition of the qi. In the Kozato method, 

one can give feedback to every stage of the needling as different changes occur at each stage.  

A silver needle (40mm long, 0.18mm gauge) is used for this technique. After selecting the 

appropriate acupoint to be treated, the practitioner stands in the correct position relative to 

that acupoint. Holding the needle in the right hand (sashide), the practitioner places their 

left hand on the patient in order to find the acupoint. Touching very lightly the left index 

finger is softly and slowly stroked along the (flow of) meridian (jingmai) to be treated 

looking for the (‘live’) acupoint to be needled, paying attention to find signs of weakness to 

identify the exact location. The weak-feeling point has certain physical characteristics (is 

soft, loose, etc) but more subtle feelings are also detected, and the (experienced) practitioner 

becomes aware of something - touching or contacting the qi of the patient (at the ‘live 

point’). After finding the exact (‘live’) location to be needled, and still touching very softly, 

the practitioner places the thumb of the left hand next to the index finger, pressing the pads 

of finger and thumb gently together directly over the acupoint to be supplemented. This 

forms the ‘oshide’. In order to stabilise the oshide, the other fingers of the left hand are 

placed lightly so as to ‘secure’ the oshide. These movements are done all the while retaining 

the awareness of the qi at the point to be treated. The practitioner relaxes and adjusts their 

posture so as to relieve any unnecessary tension and then introduces the needle into the 

space between the index finger and thumb over the acupoint, angled along with the flow of 

the channel and directed towards the acupoint. Very carefully and slowly and the 

practitioner advances the needle tip towards the acupoint with their right hand (sashide) 

paying special attention to feeling when the needle tip contacts or engages something 

(contacts the qi). This can occur with the needle tip a small distance above the actual surface 

of the skin or at the skin surface. The practitioner feels this contact in their left hand (though 

other sensations elsewhere in their body may also be detected) [Birch 2004]. Once the 

practitioner has ascertained that the needle is at the correct ‘depth’ (here the language is 

depth within the flow of qi, not within the body), the right hand stops advancing the needle 

and holds the needle handle very softly while the left hand finger and thumb are pressed 

slightly more together (this is called ‘sayuatsu’ or ‘left-right pressure’ to seal the space 

around the needle tip to prevent qi leakage). Throughout these actions the practitioner 

remains calm and quietly focused noticing and relieving any tension that develops in their 

body. With the needle no longer advancing the practitioner seeks a change in the feeling (of 

qi) at the tip of the needle. If this change does not come automatically the practitioner may 

apply additional subtle manipulations with the right hand very gently until this change of 

feeling starts. As the change starts and the feeling (of qi - usually felt in the left hand) 

increases, the practitioner monitors it, then at the last moment increases the pressure of the 

left finger and thumb and as the patient inhales he rapidly removes the needle from the 

acupoint while simultaneously rolling the index finger or thumb over the acupoint (to close 

the ‘hole’ or space where the needle had been). The timing of this increased ‘left-right 

pressure’, needle removal and closure of the ‘hole’ is very precise and takes time to learn. 

The pressure is maintained on the acupoint for about one breath, then the digit is removed 

and the technique finished. 
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5. Challenges and questions posed by TMT needling methods 

Recent conclusions from among experts involved in acupuncture research are that we don’t 
know the mechanisms of how acupuncture work, we have a lot of evidence of correlation 
between the application of needling techniques and measured physiological changes, but 
know little about the mechanisms inside the body [Hammerschlag, Zwickey 2006, 
Hammerschlag et al. 2007]. The neurochemical endorphin model is one attempt to describe 
how acupuncture analgesia works, for example [Pomeranz, Berman 2003]. Much 
acupuncture research has been based predominantly on the current biomedical model of the 
body. This particular model rests on certain fundamental underlying assumptions [Foss, 
Rothenberg 1987]. However, the way in which the mind-body is described by forms of 
TEAM, such as Chinese medicine, is underpinned by a very different paradigm to that 
underpinning the biomedical model of the mind-body [Birch, Lewith, 2007]. The Chinese 
medicine view of the mind-body is a kind of ‘energetic’ model. Ayurvedic medicine (Indian 
traditional medicine) and Tibetan medicine also have their own energetic models of the 
mind-body. There are inherent difficulties in trying to explain how systems of medicine 
such as Chinese medicine and therapies such as TMT work using a biomedical framework 
since they are underpinned by such different paradigms and it is necessary not to ignore 
these aspects.  
It appears to us that something else is going on in TMT that may not be due to the physical 
stimulation of proprioceptors or the triggering of a neuro-chemical response in the same 
way as may occur with TCM style acupuncture, since TMT doesn’t typically involve 
insertion of the needle. It manipulates the qi at the surface of the skin, often without even 
touching the skin. Typical TEAM acupuncture texts describe the meridians as pathways in 
which qi circulates, that traverse the skin as well as inside the body to connect with the 
related internal systems such as the zang-fu organs. Acupoints then are variously described 
as points on meridians (on the surface of the body) where the qi is accessible or 
concentrated. But what if the Chinese medical notion of the meridians extended above the 
body’s physical surface, akin to how Ayurveda understands the body? In the Ayurvedic 
model of the body, the mind-body is envisaged as a series of energetic bodies, each 
enveloping the previous one and extending further out in space, vibrating at progressively 
higher frequencies. The physical body is the densest of the bodies, that is, vibrating at the 
lowest frequency compared with the others. Information is progressively stepped down 
from one energetic state (body) to another. These energetic bodies surrounding the physical 
body could be thought of as energetic templates for the physical body. They also provide a 
means by which information from the environment impacts on the human, and ultimately 
the means by which we are all connected. Disturbance in the energetic bodies may 
eventually lead to dis-ease in the physical body. For further descriptions of such models, the 
reader is referred to books by Gerber (Gerber 1988), Cousins (Cousins 2005) and McTaggart 
(McTaggart 2003). 
Such theories of how the human mind-body works are not simply metaphysical ideals, for 
they are finding support in the areas of modern physics and biophysics. McTaggart’s book 
‘The Field’ describes a coherence of thought and experience amongst many scientists across 
the globe for the concept of an energy field that connects everything, termed the ‘Zero Point 
Field’ (McTaggart 2003). German scientist Fritz Popp has documented that all living things, 
including plants, animals and humans emitted a permanent current of photons (light), with 
humans emitting the lowest number compared with plants. In humans, these biophoton 
emissions follow biological rhythms with a high degree of coherence in healthy subjects 
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[Popp 2002, Popp, Cohen 1997], whereas in subjects with cancer, the coherence and natural 
periodic rhythms was seen to be lost [Popp 2009]. He theorises that biophoton emissions are 
a kind of correction mechanism to minimise disturbances within the Zero Point Field. He 
further postulated that these bio-photon emissions play a central role in cell coordination 
and communication, that DNA is one of the most important stores of light and sources of 
biophoton emissions and that DNA may use frequencies as an information tool (McTaggart 
2003, Popp, Nagel et al. 1984). Popp described how 97% of DNA is associated with bio-
photon transmission and 3% with genetic information (Cousens 2005). On this Cousens 
explains: ‘The DNA communication of bio-photons communicates with the cells and sets the 
electromagnetic field for the cell to communicate with the rest of the body, with all the other 
cells, along with the intracellular matrix’ (Cousens 2005). Here, we might be seeing a 
convergence of thought about the energetic nature of the body and traditional descriptions 
such as TEAM. Of course this area of theoretical linking needs much work and verification, 
but the similarities are suggestive and support the notion that we may need to take a 
different approach to investigating traditional practice methods such as acupuncture. Popp 
[McTaggart 2003, Popp et al. 2005] and colleagues have even found possible evidence 
linking his theories with those of acupuncture and suggested possible models for 
understanding this [Ho, Knight 1998]. 
So, in considering how TMT works, where are we to begin? It must be with the 
understanding that we begin any investigation with a set of assumptions about the nature of 
reality. In using western scientific research methodologies, underpinned by reductionism 
and mechanism, we need to acknowledge the inherent limitations as well as exploit the 
advantages of this style of inquiry. Whilst much has been written about the limitations of 
what is considered the gold standard of scientific research, the randomised controlled trial 
(RCT), scientific inquiry is not limited to RCTs and a range of other research methodologies 
are useful in investigating acupuncture. For a comprehensive description, the reader is 
referred to the book Acupuncture Research (MacPherson et al. 2007). We need to also 
remember that with particular models such as the biomedical and Chinese medical models, 
there is a language and set of theories that have developed to describe them, and such 
concepts are not always readily translatable across medical cultures. For example, the 
concept of ‘qi’ is particularly hard to define- more than fifty kinds of qi in the body and in 
nature are mentioned in the Huangdi Neijing Suwen [Leo 2011:105], Porkert lists thirty-two 
types of qi [Porkert 1974:167-173], and simply translating qi as ‘energy’ may fail to 
communicate the many nuances of the term ‘qi’ [Birch, Bovey in preparation, Felt 2008]. We 
feel it is necessary to expand the models of what we are doing when we attempt to research 
TEAM practice methods such as acupuncture and that seeking correlation with and using 
models from developing areas in physics and bio-physics may be helpful. This work will 
necessarily take some time. Thus as a first approach to investigating TMT we chose very 
basic and simple approaches rooted in its practice before attempting more elaborate basic 
science or clinical trial approaches. Our initial work is summarised in the next section. 

6. Some research findings in TMT 

The fact that TMT is so different from the more popular forms of acupuncture found today 
and yet, like other forms of traditional acupuncture such as TCM acupuncture is clearly 
based in the historical classics of acupuncture raises many issues for researchers interested 
in investigating acupuncture. It challenges the preconceptions of many about what 
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constitutes the practice of acupuncture. It places the practice of pulse diagnosis at the heart 
of understanding both what do to in treatment and the condition of the patient both before 
and after needling has been done. It raises important questions about the relationship of 
needling and claims to have influenced the qi with a needle by bringing the practitioner 
much more into the picture than clinical and basic science investigations of acupuncture 
have permitted to date. It requires the development of models and then appropriate 
research methods that allow these aspects to be appropriately investigated.  
In recent times, research has been conducted that has put TMT diagnosis under the 

microscope. In TMT treatment follows diagnosis. If diagnosis is not accurate, there can be 

less confidence that optimal treatment is received. Diagnosis in CM and TMT is, however, 

somewhat subjective. One way of ascertaining whether we have the correct diagnosis or not 

is to see if others agree with it (though it is possible of course to have several practitioners 

all agreeing on an incorrect diagnosis). Inter-rater reliability is a measure of the level of 

consistency of a measurement between two or more practitioners. Whilst there have been 

several studies investigating the inter-rater reliability of pulse, tongue diagnosis, other 

information collected in a CM examination and CM syndrome diagnosis (O’Brien and Birch 

2009), few studies have focussed on TMT. An Australian study into the reliability of pulse 

diagnosis, abdominal (Hara) diagnosis and diagnosis of the primary and secondary sho 

between two experienced TMT practitioners conducted in 62 healthy Australians found a 

reasonable level of agreement for the basic pulse characteristics of depth (57%), speed (61%) 

and strength (77%), and for two regions of the Hara using abdominal diagnosis (O’Brien et 

al. 2009). However level of agreement for the primary and secondary sho diagnoses was 

only 48% and 44% respectively, suggesting that there is room for improvement (O’Brien et 

al. 2009). This was the first study and only study to date to have comprehensively assessed 

inter-rater reliability in TMT. Earlier studies of the reliability of pulse diagnosis in Meridian 

Therapy found a variable level of agreement on basic pulse characteristics (Birch 1997), in 

one study ranging from no correlation to substantial to almost perfect correlation (Birch 

1997).  

TMT treatment relies heavily on pulse diagnosis. Changes in the pulse characteristics 

indicate to the practitioner that the treatment is complete. The practitioner is able to feel the 

difference in the quality of the pulse, but it is not known if there are any physiological 

correlates of these changes that can be measured objectively with medical instrumentation. 

To begin investigating this we initiated exploratory research in Australia to examine 

possible physiological correlates within the cardiovascular system of the pulse following a 

TMT root treatment (O’Brien et al. manuscript in preparation). The study was designed to 

see if the ‘Sphygmocor’ device, a standard tool in cardiovascular medicine, could detect 

changes that correlated with the reliable judgment of two practitioners that the radial pulses 

changed following a TMT root treatment. This is an example not only of cross-disciplinary 

research but also research seeking the intersections of knowledge between two medical 

systems.  

Probably more than any other system of acupuncture, TMT helps highlight elements of 
treatment that are not usually made explicit during the teaching and description of needling 
methods that are very much based in the traditional historical literature on needling 
methods. This allows us not only to highlight and identify those elements but helps us 
rethink how we might go about constructing valid investigations of acupuncture methods 
that claim to be based in the traditional literature and models and which claim to work 
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through their influences on the qi. One important aspect to highlight is that the mental state 
and more general inner state of the practitioner seem to be crucial for the needling to be 
successful. This raises a number of interesting and important possibilities that require 
ongoing work in model developments so that an expanded range of research strategies can 
be used to investigate a therapy like TMT acupuncture [Birch 2009, in preparation-a, in 
preparation-b]. 

7. Conclusion 

TMT is a unique style of Meridian Therapy. Originally practised predominantly by blind 
Japanese practitioners, increasingly it is becoming popular amongst sighted practitioners 
and is now practised in many western countries. It requires a high degree of skill, not only 
in diagnosis, but also to locate the ‘live’ acupoint correctly and manipulate the acupuncture 
needle effectively. It challenges the practitioner to develop a very keen sensitivity of the 
sensation of touch in particular. TMT poses challenges in understanding how it may achieve 
its therapeutic outcomes, since in a root treatment typically the acupuncture needle does not 
touch the surface of the skin. The conventional biomedical model of how the body operates 
is likely to be superceded eventually by emergent models that describe the mind-body in 
terms of ‘energy’ and energy fields. Such models, based on quantum physics, are already 
developed and may provide a better framework from which to understand how TMT 
works. Chinese medicine, after all, could be described as an energetic model of the mind-
body. It is important that research is conducted with a full awareness of the advantages and 
limitations of western scientific methodology, and of the underlying paradigms and 
assumptions upon which scientific research rests. TMT, like other forms of TEAM, has not 
stopped developing. It is therefore important that practitioners and researchers continue to 
put TMT ‘under the microscope’ and test it out in creative ways.  
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